
MagBond - The new self bondage lock 

... safely more fun! 
 

Prizes and order details are listed at the end of this document. 

The Magbond is a self made, completely new innovative time lock which is very safe, easy and 

comfortable to use. It consists of an aluminium mount with an electro magnet 

By switching it on, it holds the attached disk very strongly. Human force cannot remove it. When the 

battery is empty, the lock opens automatically. Therefore it is very safe to use. Alternatively, the lock 

can be opened with the little switch on the battery holder. 

Finally, time has come for quick and safe bondage sessions! 

The lock does not contain parts which can fail or jam. It is only the magnetic force which holds the 

disk with the attachement loop in place. When the battery is empty there is no way that the lock 

doesn't open. 

To get started, it is enough to put the battery in. There is no freezing as with the ice lock, no dripping 

and no reliance on room temperature. The best feature is the locking process. Just by approaching 

the attachement disk, it does the click sound and just locks. 

The battery holder can also be locked away with the comprised cable ties. 

You are buying an exclusive product which you find nowhere else. You get 2x 9V-blocks, which open 

after 1h45 if not a bit earlier. Please consider a longer locking time with high prized battery blocks. 

Usually it is 20% higher than with the low budget versions. The best way is to test the battery type 

once before using. 

If you want a shorter locking time, you need to discharge the battery for a certain amount of time. 

That way, you can choose whatever locking time you want. 

There are two versions of the lock which are described below: 

 

 
 

 

 

 



1. MagBond for wall mount 
Youtube video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W01cVhTQmxo 

 

Picture 1 - Wall mount 

The lock can be attached to the wall with four screws. Alternatively, you can attach it to solid 

furniture. The loop can be used to link handcuffs to. You get the feeling as if you were directly cuffed 

to the wall or the furniture. You can't get this feeling with other devices.  

 

 
 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W01cVhTQmxo


2. MagBond with two loops 
Youtube-Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2m9oupB4tDA 

 

Picture 2 - Two loops 

You can use the device as a normal lock and attach other locks, chains or ropes to it. 

  

Scope of delivery 
1x time lock, holding force appr. 30 kg with cable (length 1,50 m) 

1x attachement plate 

2x battery 9V 

1x manual with tipps and tricks 

1x cable ties for battery fixation 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2m9oupB4tDA


Orders 
Please put your order in a mail. The delivery conditions depend on the destinating country. The 

payment can be done by bank transfer or by paypal. With paypal, you get the full buyers protection. 

If the shipment fails, you get your money back. You get my paypal-adress after ordering. The 

production time is appr. one week.  

Position 1 MagBond for wall mount  89 € 

Position 2 MagBond with two loops  89 € 

Position 3 extra battery 9V    1 € 

Position 4 special requests    quotation 

Shipping is not included and depends on the destination country. 

 

Contact to seller 

Maximilian Löber, Berlin, Deutschland 

Mail: selfbondage.info@yahoo.de 

 

 


